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By studying this lesson you will acquire knowledge on the following :

the triangle

Parallelograms on the same base and between the same parallel

Triangles on the same base and between the same parallel lines

recall the following facts about the areas of triangles and 
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8.1  A relationship between the areas of parallelograms

Parallelograms on the same base and between the same pair 
of parallel lines are equal in area.

 At the end of this activity you obtained an important relationship. It 
is  put forward as a theorem in geometry as follows.

=  base  altitude
=  PQ × KL or
=  SR × KL
= QR × MN or
=  PS × MN

of
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The parallelograms ABCD and ABPQ are on the same base 
and  between the same pair of parallel lines.

 The parallelograms ABCD and ABPQ are equal in area.

To understand this proof easily, some angles in the diagram 
are named as x,y,m and n.

are equal in area too
In figures (i) and (ii) when the area of each triangle is subtracted from the area of the 

                                     When the area of each triangle is added to the area of the 

 quadrilateral  ABPD   

In figures (i),
quadrilateral ABCQ
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Example 1

In the quadrilateral BGHE,
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G
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8.2  The relationship between the area of a parallelogram
       and a triangle between the same parallel lines and on
 the same base

Because TQ//AR, TA = .........., Therefore the area of the parallelogram

PQRS = SR × TA, and the area of the t rangle SRT=     × SR ×.........

According to (vi) above, the area of the triangle SRT is...... of the 
area of the parallareloram PQRS.

1
2

ADE

                

In the diagram, ABCD and PQRB are
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  Area of  PQT =     Area of parallelogram  PQRS.

Investigation
If a triangle and a parallelogram are in between a pair of parallel lines 
should they be on the same base for the area of the triangle to be half the 
area of the parallelogram? 

1
2

  

between the parallel lines PQ and SR
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Example 2

          In the trapezium ABCD, AB//DC and  DC > AB. AO, the line drawn 
parallel to BC, and BO, the line drawn parallel to AD, meet at O.Prove that 
the triangles ADO and BCO are equal in area. 

Data           :     In the trapezium ABCD, AB//DC and DC> AB. AO,the line    
      drawn parallel to BC and BO, the line drawn parallel to AD  
      meet at O.D,,C intersects AO and BO at P and Q respectively.

To prove that:     Area of the triangle ADO = Area of the triangle BCO

Proof              :    In the quadrilateral ABQD

AB//DQ  (since AB//DC)
AD//BQ  (since AD//BO)

Similary ABCP is also a parallelogram
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In the parallelogram ABCD, the side AD 
is produced to E.  AB = 7.5 cm and

In the parallelogram PQRS, the 
perpendicular drawn from S to 
QR and PQ produced meet at 
T. The lines ST and QR 
intersect at O.

?
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8.3  A relatoinship between the areas of two triangles between
       the same parallel lines and on the same base.

 State the relationship between the areas of the triangle BCR and the      
 parallelogram ABCD and give reasons for it.

In the diagram, there is a common base to the triangles ABC and 
ABD. It is..........

Since AQ//CD, the altitudes CP and DQ are......

Since 

,

relationship
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stated below.

,

Triangles on the same base and between the same pair 
of parellel lines are  equal in area.

To understand this theorem further, study the formal proof given 
below.
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Similarly, ABD ABFD

ABDABC

ABC ABCE (same base AB and AB//EF)=

=

= (in area)

1

1
2

2

–

–

Date                :  Triangles ABC and ABD are on the same base AB and between  
     the pair of parallel lines AB and CD.

area of 

Proof
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 Are two parallelograms between the same pair of parallel lines, equal in 
area only if they are on the same base?

 Are two triangles between the same pair of parallel lines equal in area 
only if they are on the same base?

Parallelograms between the same pair of parallel lines and on equal bases 
are equal in area.
If a triangle and a parallelogram are between the same pair of parallel lines 
and on equal bases, then the area of the triangle is equal to half that of the 
parallelogram.
Triangles between the same pair of parallel lines and on equal bases are 
equal in area.

1.

2.

3.

 questions
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Prove that the area of BYX  = the area 
of ABD

 The area of BYX  = The area pf ABD
 The area of BYX  = The area of ABC  

meets the extended side BA at X.
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8.4  Relationship between the areas of two triangles of the
       same height.

In two triangles which are equal in area under the above theorem,
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This
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